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A. THE SOUNDS OF BENGALI

§ 1. Bengali is spoken by over 48 millions of people, and naturally it
has many dialects. These dialects range themselves into four main
groups—Western, North Central, Northern, and Eastern (with a SouthEastern sub-group). The morphological differences between the four
groups of dialects are slight, except in the case of the South-Eastern
sub-group ; but considerable divergences exist in sounds and phonology.
These divergences, however, are not so great as to create mutual
unintelligibility among speakers of Bengali in different parts of the
country, except, perhaps, in the extreme east and south-east. The
language which is commonly used in literature is a " high " dialect,
which is composite in its inflections, although it is based mainly on West
Bengali of several centuries ago. The grammar of this " high " Bengali—
the sadku bhdsd, as it is called—is archaic, and explains most of the
forms of the modern dialects as presenting the prototypes of these
latter; but its pronunciation and intonation vary with the different
dialectal areas.
§ 2. A study of Bengali phonetics, in order to be complete, must
take into consideration the sounds of all the dialects. Such a task is
beyon3 the scope of a short sketch like the following. Moreover, I cannot
claim to possess enough knowledge of all the forms of spoken Bengali.
Besides, in the study of the phonetics of a language, some dialect or other
must be taken up as the basis or norm, even when the aim is to investigate
historical or comparative phonology. I shall, therefore, take up one dialect
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only—my own, which is that habitually spoken by the educated classes of
Calcutta and of West Bengal generally. Like Southern English in
Britain, this dialect is at present the dominant one, both in life and
literature. It is understood all over the country ; it has already become
the speech of the educated people everywhere, modified, no doubt, by local
pronunciation and intonation in varying degrees; the literary language has
been profoundly influenced by it, so much so that present day literary
Bengali is often nothing but the Calcutta colloquial, with only a few
archaic inflections for the verb; it is freely used in literature, especially
in poetry, drama, and fiction, and there is a strong body of writers who
advocate the supersession of the old literary language by this living and
vigorous form of spoken Bengali Grammatically it is more advanced than
most other dialects. Besides, it is the pronunciation of this dialect alone
which is the recognized standard for the literary language. For these
reasons, the standard colloquial of Calcutta is particularly suitable as a
basis for the study of Bengali phonetics as well as morphology.
§ 3. In phonetic studies, whether general or of a special language, the
letters of the alphabet of the International Phonetic Association alone
should be used as symbols for speech-sounds. The International Phonetic
Script is the only phonetic system of writing that is based on the most
up-to-date scientific treatment of the subject; it has become within recent
years the one recognized system to be employed in phonetic work, and has
already become truly international by being used for languages of Europe,
Asia, and Africa. Like the symbols for the elements in chemistry, the
symbols for speech-sounds, the elements in spoken language, should be
represented by the same letters, no matter what the language is ; and the
I.P.A. script alone of all existing phonetic scripts supplies the best possible
symbols, under the present circumstances. As such, I would advocate
the employment of these symbols (p, t, J, o, UT, etc.), even in works on
phonetics written in languages such as Bengali, Tamil, Persian, or Japanese,
which do not use the roman script, upon the basis of which the I.P.A.
alphabet is built; just as every student of chemistry would insist on the
employment of the symbols H, S, Na, K, etc., in a Bengali, Tamil, Persian,
or Japanese book on that science.
§ 4. The principles as well as methods and terminology of the modern
science of phonetics need not be recapitulated. These methods have been
applied, so far, to three Indian languages—Panjabi (in Dr. T. Grahame
Bailey's Panjabi Phonetic Reader, University of London Press, 1914),
Sinhalese (in Messrs. H. S. Perera & Daniel Jones' Colloquial Sinhalese
Reader, Manchester University Press, 1919), and Bengali. The I.P.A.
alphabet has also been applied to some extent in recording the pronunciation of Tamil and Telugu, and of some of the languages of Burma.
The late Dr. J. D. Anderson's paper on Bengali phonetics was published in
the Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies for 1917. I have expressed
elsewhere (in the Calcutta Modern Review for January, 1918) some of my
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views on Bengali phonetics and phonology. The present sketch is an attempt
to record as accurately as possible the speech-sounds of the Bengali
language as spoken by the educated classes, with a view to help foreigners
to acquire a correct pronunciation of these speech-sounds by visualizing
them* as well as to provide additional material in the study of general
phonetics.
§ 5. The Bengali language has thirty-five essential " phonemes",1
although the number of actual "speech-sounds" is greater. These are
represented in the International Phonetic Script by the letters p, b, t, d,
t, (I, k, g, cf, J3 (or e, J with a conventionalized value), m, n, g, 1, r, r, s,
f, h, 6, e, i, I, e, e, se, &, a, a, o, 5, o, 6, u, u. To these may be added
F, 19, f, v, z, A : but these are non-essential sounds, although quite
common; the first four occur as common substitutes for ph, bh, but
they are not used by all speakers ; z occurs mostly in foreign words, and
occasionally as a variant of g ; and A is sometimes found in borrowed
word3; but the use of J3 for z, and of se, a, or o for A is quite normal.
§ 6. Several of these phonemes include more than one sound,
e.g. the n phoneme, the J" phoneme, the 1 phoneme, the h phoneme.
§ 7. It would appear that the analysis of sounds as presented by the
arrangement of the Indian alphabetic system (which referred to IndoAryan phonetics of several centuries B.C.) does not fully apply to Bengali,
since Bengali sounds have developed a great deal, and the old Indian
sound analysis, in spite of its wonderful scientific accuracy, is itself
capable of restatement in the light of modern phonetics.
1

" A phone or speech-sound is a sound of definite acoustic quality produced by
the organs of speech. A given speeeh-sound is incapable of variation."
"A phoneme is a group of sounds which are related in character, and are such
that no one of them ever occurs in the same position as any other in connected
speech in a particular language."
Thus, 1 (front or " clear") and i (back or " dark ") are different speech-sounds,
and to represent properly the South English words let and well in phonetic script we
should write l£t, w8t. So little = liti. But, since in English 1 is not heard in
positions where t occurs, they are regarded as different forms of one l-phoneme.
So, too, in Bengali, the 1 sounds in the words •«(|cv«| lac-dye and «sTw| upside
down are different—in the first instance the sound is dental, because it precedes
a dental *5—alto, in the second, it is rather retroflex, occurring between the back
vowel u and the retroflex T>—ulta. \ is not a sound which occurs in any other
position in Bengali, and it and the more common "clear" 1 are members of one
phoneme in Bengali. For practical purposes it is not necessary to represent in
phonetic transcription all individual speech-sounds in a language, except where
a very minute or comparative study is required, or where the different values of the
same phoneme are based on complicated phonological laws which cannot be easily
tackled by a foreigner. Otherwise quite a large number of symbols would be
necessary for one single language. The most common and typical sound only of
a phonemic group is generally adopted for visual symbolization by means of a letter :
thus one 1 would do for both 1 and t in English, and 1 and I in Bengali. Ignoring
1 and 1 pronunciation will not affect the meaning of the word, although a foreign
speaker should try to pronounce them at the proper place.
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§ 8. The sounds of standard colloquial Bengali can be arranged in
tabular form as follows :—
CONSONANTS

DentoPalatoBilabial labial Dental Alveolar alveolar Palatal Eetroflex Velar Glottal
•

Plosive
Affricate
Nasal
Lateral
Flapped
Fricative
Semivowel

td

pb

!

m

(FIS)

n
1
r

kg

0
r

s(z)

(£•)

td

cf J5
h(h)

f

6

e

VOWELS

Bilabial
Close

.

.

Half close .
Half open .
Open

[u]
[o]

LoJ

Front

Central

iI
ee
£6 9c

Back
u ii

0 0 (6)
(A)

o5

aa

THE CONSONANTS

§ 9. The voiceless plosives p t t k are, unlike the ordinary English
voiceless plosives, unaspirated—there is not the accompaniment of
slightest breath in their pronunciation.
§ 10. Initial and final b d d g are only slightly voiced, but full
voicing occurs in intervocalic position.
§ 11. There is complete explosion of the first element of a plosive
group like pt pt kt tk, etc. But where the same plosive occurs doubly,
the first one is unexploded. In English, in a consonant nexus like
kt pt tk gd, etc., the first element is not fully exploded, e.g. compare
Bengali bhokti ^>F«i» faith, lipto fsTIS smeared, cfitkar l?t«.^T? shout,
bagdi Tf*fjft a caste, with English fact f8ek,t, apt sep\t, begged bsgid
(the | indicating the absence of plosion in the k p g ) .
§ 12. p, b : pa: *D foot, opor ^ * f ? other, pa:p *Tt*t sin; baba ^fai
father, Ji:b f*R Siva.
§ 13. t d are true dentals, made by striking the point of the tongue
against the back or the edge of the upper teeth. The tongue is' fully
spread out, as in pronouncing the English th = Q, S. Examples—ta:p
heat, -part *ft5 leaf, toto ^ 5 so much ; dada JflTfi elder brother,c$a:&
moon.
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§ 14. t d are slightly higher than the S. English alveolar t d, the
point of articulation being just behind the teeth-ridge. They are therefore
not the true retroflex sounds which are heard in Tamil, Telugu, Kannada,
and perhaps Panjabi; they might be called "supra-alveolar" or " forward
or pre-retroflex". The tip of the tongue, however, is just slightly
curled up. taka T>tTI rupee, bate T&> is indeed, fa:t 3"|T> sixty; da:b
!>T^ green coconut, adda ^|«>»| rendezvous, club.
d final or intervocal, unless doubled in the latter case, becomes r in
Bengali.
The English alveolar sounds are ordinarily regarded by all Bengali
speakers as equivalent to their t d, e.g. tebil (T>faeT = table theibt, deputi
OF<T5f = deputy. The difference between the dental and retroflex
sounds is of very great signific importance, e.g. pa:t *flT> jute, fold, and
pa:t *tT3 leaf; ka:t ^ t 3 awry, and T|T> ka:t cut; dana JffTl grain, oats,
and dana ^TfT| wing.
§ 15. k g. Articulation as in English. Before front vowels
articulation more forward, but not sufficiently to produce c, J. ki:
fe what ?, bo:k ^ heron ; gaxjh VTf^ tree, ra:g ?T5t passion.
§ 16. The affricates cj" g are pronounced by the normally spreadout blade of the tongue well against the teeth-ridge where it commences
from the hard palate. They are sounds in which the palatal plosive
elements (c j), produced at a rather forward position, are blended with
f 3 glides. The English sounds of ch j = tj" dj, are pronounced
in the first instance by the tip of the tongue, cj J3 are acoustically very
similar to tj ij and other similar alveolar affricates, but there is some
difference in their production. There is no accompanying lip rounding
which is present in the English sounds, except when the sound is
emphasized. The Spanish ch is said to be a palato-alveolar sound like
the Bengali cf.
A Bengali speaker is accustomed to regard ^ W cf g as simple
plosive sounds, since the palatal plosives c and J do not occur in the
language by themselves, and the old Indian system of phonetics and the
graphic system based on it recognize only palatal plosives. In fact,
in Old Indo-Aryan (Vedic and Sanskrit) the sounds were plosives—c J, or
even kj gj; in Middle and New Indo-Aryan they became corresponding
affricates. The theory of affricates is a recent one ; but that the sounds
of the Bengali letters ^ ^ are not simple " stops " can be shown by
continuing the J (or 3) glide, e.g. maicjfJ"J . . . 5Tf^ fish, 0:^55 . . .
Wt& to-day. Old Indo-Aryan possessed the palatal plosives c J when
the sounds of Vedic (Sanskrit) were first studied by the ancient Indian
grammarians; but these sounds later became affricates, and it is the
affricate values that have mainly come down to the New Indo-Aryan
languages, cfa: F| tea', acfol ^Tt^ST skirt, hem, karcf ^T^, ^TF glass;
13a: *r| go, r a g a JtSil king, ka:j3 ^\W, ^TT work.
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c and } do not occur as phonemes in Bengali; as a matter of convenience, when only the phonetics of Bengali, without any reference to
that of Sanskrit or Vedic (i.e. Old Indo-Aryan), is studied, c J might be
employed to represent the affricate sounds of cf J3, as it has been
done by Dr. Grahame Bailey in his Panjabi Phonetic Header} In this
way the use of these cumbrous ligatures, which may not be found in
every press, can be avoided.
§ 17. m. Fully voiced nasal. ma: 5fl another, mama 5TfT|
maternal uncle, na:m •Tf^T name. Intervocal m tends to pass into a
nasalized •o, and even to a mere nasalization of the contiguous vowels
in quick speech ; cf. § 31. An unvoiced m occurs in the exclamatory
word ^"8 = huh, pronounced mm, as in English.
§ 18. n. Ordinarily it is an alveolar sound. Before t d it is
somewhat forward ; before t d it is cerebralized, but acoustically that is
not noticeable, na: fi no, not, kanna ^tTI weeping, ka:n Wfr ear,
onto ^T^J end, kontho ^& neck.
§ 19. g. As in English sing. Can occur intervocally, but does
not occur initially, e.g. ro:rj <[», J^f colour, genitive roner ?C^S?, JZ?T3.
§ 20. 1. Ordinary clear 1, as in English long. The dark variety, as
in English cycle, is not heard in Bengali. Before retroflex sounds t d, 1
has a subsidiary retroflex value, e.g. phulti *p«Tff the flower, but this
need not be written by a special symbol, as it is found in no other
position. The unvoiced 1 is unknown, lekha (=1*11 writing, kola ^STf
plantain, la:l 3Tf«T red. In the speech of women and children and of the
uneducated classes there is a tendency (noticed from early times, and
•now modified by education) to pronounce an n for an 1, in initial
positions. The reverse (change of n to 1) is also to be noticed in the
speech of the lower classes.
§ 21. r. It has two, or rather three, values. Initially it is an
alveolar rolled r (with two or three taps of the tongue against the teethridge) ; medially and finally it is just an alveolar flap. Before t it has
a slightly higher articulation. The genuine fricative J is unknown, but
a slightly fricative yet rolled r, not a flap, is sometimes the only one
with some speakers. There is no unvoicing of r in Bengali. ri:n tH«|
debt, kora ^<T| to do, ma:r Sfl"5 strike.
§ 22. r is a sound which cannot be called strictly a retroflex one.
The tip of the tongue is curled up, and is brought near the point of
articulation for t cl, but is quickly made to move forward and strike
against the teeth-ridge with the underneath side, and then lie flat; or,
in other words, it is raised to the retroflex position and then made to
fall flat, hitting the teeth-ridge with the underneath side on the way.
1

Dr. Bailey, however, calls the Panjabi sounds plosives. They appeared to me
acoustically to be identical with my Bengali sounds.

*•
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r and r are distinct sounds in Bengali, and the distinction is retained
in educated speech everywhere; e.g. pa:r I T ^ a going across and pa:r
«TT\5 border, bank ; ka:r ?FT? whose ? and ka:r ^pS snatch away ! But
in certain class dialects in Calcutta and elsewhere, r and r are confused ;
with the spread of education this is disappearing. In East Bengal, f,
except in a few localities, always becomes r.
r never occurs initially in Bengali, or doubly. ha:r ^ 5 bone, gari
Sttf? carriage, pahar * i | ^ | ^ hill.
§ 23. s. This is a rare phoneme in • Bengali; it occurs in native
words only before t d n 1 and r : osto WH setting, stha:n ^"fsr place,
mesda, alsomezda (STSiTl second elder brother, sna:n TJTT bath, sli:l ?ft"5T
decorous, genteel, sri: 3ft prosperity, beauty, s may occur also before p
initially: spordha T W i presumption, sphurti apHe hilarity. But Jt Jd
(beside zd, and, with some, jd, but this is rare) Jn Jl and Jr also occur ;
also Jp. s may be regarded as a subsidiary member of the J phoneme,
and as such may be omitted from the list of essential phonemes. But
s and J" serve to distinguish some words from each other, at least in the
speech of some: although the feeling of the native speaker does not
distinguish between s and J ordinarily, in the standard colloquial form
of Bengali. Thus: ajto ^srtWS he used to come and asto ~*d<gj entire,
ajte ajte ^o||>0E3 ^l-flc-a while coming and aste aste ^srTC^ ^Tf£^
slowly ; the verbal forms, however, may be pronounced with st, and the
adjectival and adverbial words with /t. But since f and s alone would
distinguish words like above, the adoption of it as a distinct phoneme
might be justified. In East Bengali s, corresponding to cjh ^ of West
Bengali, forms a distinct phoneme.
s: occurs as an interjection as a variant of J: in educated speech.
st of English becomes st in the speech of those who know some
English, and Jt in that of ordinary people: mcijtar srf&T^ master
(sometimes maftor 3Tfe?), 'ijti/on, 'ejtefon, 'stejAn f^*f*r station.
§ 24. J is without lip rounding; it is more forward than the
English J : Jobi/eJ *if<i<.-l3[ in. detail; /undor "^C/^i handsome; borja
^3f| rains.
Before t, J may be said to have a retroflex value, J, but it is only
a subsidiary form of the phoneme, which has no noticeably different
acoustic quality. J" is the characteristic sound of Bengali when contrasted with other Indo-Aryan languages. Certain classes (Musalman
working classes mainly) in Calcutta, through Upper Indian influence, use
s for / ; this is avoided by the true Bengali speaker, and is as much a sign
of vulgar speech as the dropping of h in words like hall, hat, head in
English.
§ 25. h ( = ft). It is the voiced variety of the ordinary English h,
which occurs in English in an intervocalic position, as in the words
behind, perhaps, h occurs in all positions, except finally after a vowel,
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in Bengali, e.g. ha:t ^1v5 hand, aha Tf3fl ah, bha:r ^5t? burden, la:bh
sTf^J gain. An unvoiced variety, a subsidiary form of this phoneme, h,
also occurs, after the voiceless stops to form the unvoiced aspirates ph
th th kh and cfh. In some interjections, in a final position, unvoiced
h is also found, but the quality of the preceding vowel changes it to a
fricative of the corresponding class, e.g. a:h W\t, also a:x; ih ^"8, also
ic, occurring also as i/:,/: ^"*f; eh > 69: <fl8 ; uh, oh ^ 8 , ^t, also UF
OF, uf, of.
In English loan-words h becomes h: 'haiko(r)t ^|^t<f|w High
Court, etc.
In very quick speech intervocalic fi is unvoiced, or even dropped :
hatahati srpsT^tfs a hand-to-hand fight, also hatahati, hataati.
Medial h, prevocal, and after m n 1, is very unstable and is commonly
dropped, except in careful speech, the preceding consonant being doubled
by way of compensation : e.g. bramhon, brammon dJtW*! a brahman,
cfinho, cjinno f F ^ sign, alhad allad ^(t^eiTlr joy.
This phoneme may be represented by h, with the necessary convention that it is a voiced sound, occurring unvoiced in interjections and
in unvoiced aspirates.
§ 26. The aspirates ph th th kh cfh, bfi dh clh gh g h are
characteristic Indian sounds, and, as they have separate letters, to the
average Indian they are simple sounds. The aspirated rh has hardly
a place in modern Bengali phonetics, it being pronounced r, except by
some careful speakers in Sanskrit words like murho mj? fool, garho *tt"J>
deep. This aspiration has great semantic value, e.g. pa:t fn> fold, jute
and pha:t Tpfi? crack; ka:t Wt*5 awry and kha:t *Tfa pit, trench; ta:l
\5t«T palm-fruit, time beat, and tha:l 3tT«T plate ; ba:r Tt? day of the
iveek, outside and bha:r ^«t? burden ; da:l v5T«T branch and dha:l
shield ; cja:l Ff«r rice, cjha:l ^T«T skin; g a m a Wf*T| coat, g h a m a
charred brick, etc.
§ 26a. There is, however, a strong tendency to deaspiration of
aspirated consonants, especially in a medial or final position, in Bengali,
and attempts to emphasize the aspiration in a final position would be
looked upon as an affectation ; e.g. ha:t p^S hand, cf. Hindostani ha:th ;
ba:dh Tfa dyke, also bS:d ; ma:j5(h) srfat middle; la:b(h), also la:is,
la:v «fT^ gain; dffi:k(h) (lf«f see; ba:g(h) TtST tiger; koccf(h)e ^'ZW
is doing.
An aspirate when it occurs before another, or before the corresponding stop, loses its h or h, as the case may be: e.g. rottola for
roth-tola ?«t^5ef1 place where the car-festival is held; so kat(h)thokru
woodpecker.

§ 27. 6. The sound of w ( = consonantal u) does not occur in Bengali,
and groups like wu we wi wo can only be pronounced with difficulty
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by Bengali speakers : attempt to pronounce wu will bring in the glottal
stop, ''u. we, wi, wo will give 6e, ui, o: or uo. The language has a consonantal 6 which occurs only intervocally, mainly before a, in native
words, e.g. hooa ^''S'Jrt to be, khaoa Sff^STTl to eat, relOe CQft'GZ'S railway.
This 6 may be called the second element in a number of diphthongs
(see § 48).
6 initially occurs in a few foreign words: oakoph, oakoF, oakof
*?«ll^*t» Moslem religious trust property, " icaqf." -6- was originally a
glide; it can be dropped: hoa ^ f l to be, khaa «tt^r1 to eat, etc.
(see § 49).
§ 28. e. This is the Bengali equivalent of j ( = consonantal I of
English and other languages). The real fricative or semivowel j is
unknown to Bengali, i being substituted for it. ji would become ' ? i,
je, ja, jo, ju would become 'ie, 'ia, 'io, 'iu. e.g. Persian ja:r friend >
Beng. 'iar ^TTf? boon companion; 'iorop, 'iurop ^"CTTTC?T*f, TTt?T*f
Europe. Medially e is found between two a's, e.g. maea STfTTl illusion,
love (not maja or mala), and between o and a : dnea ifTl pity.
Finally, it occurs after o a e as o, forming the second part of diphthongs
(see § 49).
Except in words borrowed newly from the Sanskrit, e in native
words is more of a glide origin than anything else.
In modern Bengali e very frequently occurs between two vowels to
avoid a hiatus in a breath-group : Jeeelo C^T "ilfcff he came, par koroeamare *Tf? W? WfiTtCif make me cross over, etc. Cf. the intrusion of r
in English Si aidisravit the idea of it, indiarofis India Office, etc.
§ 29. z. As in English, with medium voice. Not a native sound
in Bengali, i.e. it cannot be found as an original or essential sound in
a single native word. Yet it has developed in a few words from .g or
gh, e.g. Jezda fTSfWi third elder brother, from Jeg(ho)dada ; buzte
(also buzte buste) ^WtfS to understand, from bu-J3h(i)te. In a number
of foreign names and words z occurs, but one can employ J3, or in
certain cases s, in pronouncing them; but it would be regarded oldfashioned or uneducated to do so, especially in English and other
European words not naturalized; e.g. nizarn, nigamfsTgrfST the Nizam,
brezil, bregil CWfsf«T Brazil; gebhiar, zebhiar, zeisiar, zeviar C§?F»*ll<l
Xavier, etc.
z strictly should be regarded as a subsidiary value of the J3 phoneme ;
but because it is a sound which is quite different in acoustic quality
from the latter, and is quite common in educated speech, it is better to
give it a place in the list of essential sounds in Bengali, although not
a phoneme.
§ 30. f F, v «. The aspirate ph is pronounced very commonly as
a dento-labial f, or as a bilabial P, but all speakers recognize ph to be
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the " correct" sound, and careful speakers say ph. f F ph, all these
three are in fact used by the same person; except that f seldom
occurs initially, but in the speech of the younger generation of people
in Calcutta, it (f) is fast becoming common. F and ph, especially
the latter, are the sounds heard in the villages and among those who
know no other language, e.g. pho:l, FO:1 or fo:l *psf fruit, prophullo,
proFullo, profullo 'SPj'W cheerful (also a name). Final and intervocal ph
tends to be deaspirated, hence we have ha:p, ha:ph ^t*P deep breath,
but very rarely ha.F or ha:f; but all the four in lafalcifi, laFalaFi,
laphalaphi, or lapalapi «i|**»|ci|f<«», leaping and jumping afi/, aFiJ,
aphij", apij sBflfsrjj, '^rff^Tf = Eng. office.
v, v> are similarly used for bh. Effort to pronounce the full
aspirate sometimes gives vh or •oh.. Initially, bh is more common than
v or is. bfiai -»|^ brother, bhalo ^«1eT good. Medially, Jobha, joisa,
/ova T«1 meeting, society ; obhibhabok, oisiwabok, ovivabok ^ F s ^ U ^
guardian. Final bh is either deaspirated to b, or changed to v> or v, but
rarely pronounced as a full-voiced aspirate : la:b, la:v, la:1© cfF© gain,
Julob, Julov, /ulois JJCI^W cheap.
ph and bh should be used in phonetic transcriptions ordinarily, as
f F and v is pronunciations have not ousted the older aspirates, and as
the aspirates are recognized to be the proper sounds, the best speakers
avoiding the fricatives. For a foreigner to pronounce ph and bh
initially and medially (see above, § 26a) would be perfectly proper, and no
native speaker would notice anything un-Bengali, more so when in this
matter the Bengali habit is capricious, and has not decided entirely for
one of the three groups—ph bh, F •©, or f v.
§ 31. In unstressed syllables intervocal b d g m have a tendency to
become a sort of •« 6 g is, with very little audible friction, when words
are pronounced carelessly ; e.g. baba Tfal father = baisa, or even ba&a ;
cf. in the Calcutta slang khsawi, even kioa, for kibaba = I say, old
chap ; o-vsiisawok = obhibhabok ^ ( P w ^ t ^ guardian; dada iflTfl elder
brother — daSa ; kagog ^TsfSf paper ; mama 5Tf5T| uncle = maisa.
k intervocal in some words similarly becomes a voiced g; and
occasionally the spirants are elided: -e.g. dada thakur ffflfl i|<£<( revered
elder brother (an address of respect to Brahmans among lower classes)
becomes daSathagur, with no friction in S and g, and even daathaur.
Compare dialectal (Eastern) Bengali hool, ho:l = hogol ^^fsT all for
Jokol >f^cr. The dialect of Chittagong favours the spirantization and
elision most, but in the standard language this spirantization is not
universal.
§ 32. There is regressive assimilation when stops and aspirates of
the same class occur side by side: e.g. ae:k gu:n > feggun ^ IW one
fold ; me:gh korecfhe > mekkorecfhe CTST ^ ' ( ? ^ it's cloudy ; pa:c]
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go:n > pajgon *?fi>- Wf five people ; so kaccalano for ka:j3carrying on work, Joppaoa for /orb- ^ R *[\*Z'$\ get-all, babbasta for
ba:p- TT*fC3F| father and son, haddsekha for hart- ^T3 Cf*Tj seeing
one's palm, etc. Assimilation by voicing or unvoicing when the consonants belong to different classes is rare, since the first stop in the
group is fully exploded: e.g. adnphota ^rTsf£*pti?1 half-open bud;
cfadpal F|Tt*rl«r a name ; lokgon (e1|$SH people, attendants; hatbagar
market; but it is found in a case like ubgar for upokar >
up-gar %*f^T? benefit.
Progressive assimilation is rare, but it is sometimes found, e.g.
gobdo 5f^f punishment from Pers. zAbt ( = \s*J>).
z, however, as a foreign sound, becomes unvoiced before t and t in the
speech of many : buzte, buzte, buste, also buzde ^WF5 to understand
(from bughite); kazta, kazta, kasta ^T^n>1 that work (from karg ta).
§ 33. Doubling of consonants, or, rather, their length, is significant;
e.g. dibi fiff? thou wilt give and dib|bi, dibbi fiff? oath (also handsome)
( = Skt. divJA divine); pata *rfa1 leaf, patta *fflfl trace (a recent
borrowing from Hindostani); ata ^tfel flour, atta ^Tt^§1 eight ones,
eight pieces ; cfokor bC*l? a bird, cjokkor WW? whirl, sea-sickness ;
mala STteTl ivreath, malla STtFi creiv of a boat or ship ; kana
Tf(1 one-eyed, blind, also edge of a pot, kanna ^tTl crying ; kacfa
raw, kaccfa #f5i a weight, etc.
The groups, a plosive followed by the same sound aspirated, like tth,
kkh, ddn, etc., are very common.
The mark for indicating length is (:), and instead of doubling the
consonants, as is the ordinary practice, it would be more scientific to
mark them long: e.g. dib:i, pat:a, at:a, cok:or, kan:a, mal:a, kac:Ja.
In the present paper, however, the old practice has been followed.
Before 1 r, a consonant is doubled ; this doubling is not
phonemic, but it may be written in transcriptions, e.g. ommlo (omrlo)
^ U sour; bhoddro *«3i gentle ; puttro ^(3f son; nommro (nom:ro) •TS'
humble, etc.
§ 34. Foreign sounds. This is how they are treated in Bengali:
z = z or g (or s, e.g. when in English words and names the original
spelling has s); alveolar t d = retroflex t d; fricative J = ordinary
trilled and flapped r ; tjd5 = c j ' g : 5 = z or g ; 0 S = t h d ; x = k h ;
g = g. f in foreign words is written by the letter Tp ph, and pronounced
ph F or f; v is ordinarily written \» bh, and pronounced indifferently
bh, •», or v.
VOWELS

§ 35. The formation of the Bengali vowels can be shown with
greater precision by comparing them with the Cardinal Vowels in the
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cardinal vowel figure, as below. The theory of the cardinal vowels is
a very recent one in phonetics, and one familiar with the cardinal vowels
will have no difficulty in making out the approximate values of the
Bengali vowels in the vowel figure.
§ 35a. The cardinal vowels are sounds which have certain fixed and
definite tongue positions as well as known acoustic qualities. Vowel
sounds produced by certain tongue positions, high, low, or middle, front,
back, or central, are taken as the standard, and the vowels of different
languages are studied with reference to that standard. For a study of
the question of cardinal vowels, see G. Noel-Armfield, General Phonetics,
2nd ed., 1919, Heffer, Cambridge; D. Jones, Pronouncing English
Dictionary, 1917, Dent, London ; and H. S. Perera & D. Jones,
Colloquial Sinhalese Reader. The cardinal vowel figure has been used
with the kind permission of Mr. Daniel Jones, who has systematically
worked and established the idea.
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Cardinal vowels [in square brackets], # .
Bengali vowels (approximate positions), x .
Bengali i tends to be slightly retracted from the cardinal position,
and Bengali u to be slightly advanced, like Southern English
I and V.

The tongue positions for the Bengali vowels in the above diagram
are only approximate. Exact positions can only be determined by
means of X-rays photographs of the mouth in articulating the sounds.
The above are the seven (including A, eight) vowels heard in educated
speech.
§ 36. i:, i. Bengali i: (the long sound) is slightly lower than the
cardinal sound. It is a pure vowel, not diphthongized as it frequently is
in English.
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The short i of Bengali is lower than the long one, about halfway or
slightly below halfway between cardinal i and cardinal e. Short i in
initial syllables very commonly tends to become e in the dialect of the
city of Calcutta, e.g. bhetor, cfhelo, petol, etc., for bh.itor R»v6<t within,
cfhilo f^«T was, were, pitol, pitol f*F55T brass, etc.
Some people pronounce a long i: as only a lengthened form of the
short vowel, without any difference in quality, i.e. without raising the
tongue for the long sound.
Long i : ri:n <H«I debt, ti:n f5T three, ri:t iffa custom; in reading
aloud the literary language, words like moli:n *)[»!•» pale, dirty, sthobi:r
\V<4. old, etc.
Short i : di/i M'i native, country-made or -born; biliti fafsrfs
foreign ; didi fltfjf elder sister ; higibigi fiffwf^fe scrawls, etc.
The emphatic particle i in words like tinii f^fsf^ he indeed, J3aboi
K|£4|^ / shall go indeed has a tongue position nearly as high as the
long i:.
§ 37. Bengali e: is slightly higher than Bengali e, and Bengali e
(short) is about halfway between cardinal e and e. In the standard
colloquial, e is carefully distinguished from as, but in East Bengal £ is
substituted for both e and ae. cfole FC«T walks, («tr*r kheee (also khee,
and in the pronunciation of some, kheie) having eaten, he/ekede
laughing and weeping; ke:J C&*t hair, be:t C^S cane, te/ta
thirst; onnejon ^ T C ^ I search; bekti 3Jp«» person, kheti

injury.
§ 38. SB:, se. Position a little above cardinal No. 4, somewhat
lower than the Southern English sound of 83 in msen (man). Long m:
has mouth open wider than in the case of short se. ae:k <$ft one, dffi:kh
Cf*f, I?/t*t look thou, tse:g ^ft'tt renunciation, ottaecfar
oppression, biggsen f4«SH science, obbhssj "^sna/f^T habit, Iiottse
murder, rokkhse (commonly rokkhe in Calcutta) jvfl preservation.
a is frequently heard for ffi when it represents in the middle of
a word Middle Bengali ea, written f\ (i.e. -ya), for Sanskrit -ja:: e.g.
kollan, besides kollaen ^eT/|«l well-being; Iiotta, hottae ^Sf\ murder;
rokkha, rokkhse J*F\ preservation (from earlier rokkhea, Sanskrit k/
becoming kkhj).
§ 39. s is a sound rarely heard among speakers of standard
Bengali, although it is common in East Bengal dialects, e.g. ks:n for
kffino (^f why, ts:l for te:l CS«\ oil, de:/ for de:J" ftf*T country, s:k for ae:k
<S& one. But the interjection of address, lie (% oh, when used finally
at the end of a sentence, is frequently hs ; but this is not universal,
hse being pronounced by many ; e.g. boloto lie or hse ?ef C§\ (% you say,
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here ! dsekho to hs or has (Jf*TT5i (^ look here ! h& he or hae (also he)

4 T ($ I say !
In English words like tjs3(r), Jea(r), khe3(r) (chair, share, care),
the £3 diphthong becomes ear in Bengali: cfear, Jear, kear.
§ 40. Bengali a is a clear sound, halfway between the cardinal a
and a: ma:, ma: ?T| viother ; baba TfTl father; amar N»)|*(|<I my ; ha:t
3"fa hand; ga:c]h Sff^1 tree, etc.
In the "cockney " of Calcutta, a in an initial syllable, with the syllable
following having another a, has a frontal pronounciation, that of the
cardinal a, in a great many words, and this frontal value is commonly
changed to a full te. This is a characteristic of speech which is avoided
by the best speakers. The modification a > a > m is not consistently
carried out, but it is noteworthy that a large proportion of the words
showing ae for a have the vowel nasalized; e.g. katal > ksetal ^TeH
jack fruit, baka > baika ~i$W\ crooked, kajari > kje/ari ^l*i|<Tl worker in
bell metal, Jakhari > Jjekhari *tT*flf? ivorker in shells (but /akha '^TO
a conch shell is rarely Jsekha, and kaja ^TTl bell metal is never kaj/a),
kakra > kjekra ^T^5i crab, taka > teeka bT^1 rupee, etc., etc.
In the pronunciation of some, final a tends to be raised to A, but this
is not common ; the low a is retained.
a through the influence of a preceding i and u always becomes
e and o. This change takes place through vowTel-harmony, and is
recognized in Bengali; e.g. bina > bine f?T|, f<(c«( without; ninda >
ninde fsftfl, faci blame; Persian xAri:da:r buyer > *khoirdar,
*khoiddar, khodder STC^; puga > pugo ^ F l , ^T5T| worship;
g u t a > guto WS\ s^c*! shoe. Similarly, when there is ae in the
preceding syllable, a through vowel-harmony is fronted to a, but this is
not noticed ; e.g. bceb/a > baebja ?JT5r| trade; sekla > sekla ii)3FeT| alone.
This fronted a, approaching ee, is a subsidiary form of a, and ordinarily
it is not necessary to indicate it in phonetic transcription.
§ 41. o short is slightly lower than the cardinal vowel o, but
considerably higher than the English sound in not. Ordinarily there is
very little or no lip rounding, but long o: has a certain amount of lip
rounding, but not so much as in S. English o:. With some among the
best speakers of Bengali, D tends to move forward towards A. O is the
most characteristic vowel-sound in Bengali, distinguishing it, with the f
and b pronunciation of s and •© or w, from other Indian languages.
A final o at the end of a syllable or word becomes a very lax and open
kind of o, and this may be written o or o according to preference in
individual pronunciation. This lax o may also be rendered by 6. The
more common pronunciation among speakers of the standard colloquial
is o. In reading a literary composition in prose or verse, however,
D or 6 pronunciation is more common than o.
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go-'l W«[ water, bo:r ^ ? bridegroom, koto, koto ^ 3 how much,
upor (Calcutta cockney opor) ^>f<r above, udoe W^T rwe, obo/onno,
obo/onno 'SRTff fired, obDj"Jo obdJ/6 obo/Jo ' S R ^ certainly, onoboroto
Dnoboroto onoboroto ^•<<<I^ continuously.
The English short vowel in not hot has a guttural quality which is
lacking in the Bengali o, because the latter is pronounced with a higher
position of the tongue.
§ 42. There is a half-distinct form of D, which- results from an
attempt to slur a syllable containing o in quick pronunciation. It is at
the present day occasionally'heard in rapid pronunciation of learned
words which when fully enunciated will retain the o, and in common
words (which have already dropped the o) when the latter occur in literary
composition in high style with a too Sanskritized vocabulary. This
indistinct sound may be written °. gombhir'nadi gombhironadi
51^<i •Tflft deep sounding ; Jagor'torongo TTT^f^s^" ocean billows,
c}ikurDbha:r f p ^ » T ? heavy tresses; ap°nar ^srT^frf^ of self; Jut°ran
^I? therefore, tarDke/Jor \4l<IC*'*f3 Tarkeshwar (a name), up°kdr
benefit, am°ra ^ f T ^ we, dor°an JF<[*?TrfsT (also doroan) gatekeeper.
§ 43. The o phoneme in Bengali has three values: when it is long,
it is a vowel of rather high quality, but slightly lower than the cardinal o ;
the lip rounding is not so great as in the case of the cardinal sound.
Ordinary short o has a lower position than long o, perhaps a little above
the middle point between cardinal o and o. There is a third kind, a lax
form of o, which may be written 6, slightly above the cardinal o, and
which occurs mainly as a modification of an D in a final syllable—in fact,
which is a sort of o tending to become an o. Ordinarily, a single letter,
o, would be enough for the three varieties. 6 is an extremely volatile
sound, and no definite rule can be laid down as to its occurrence, e.g.:
ro:g C?t9t illness; bo:n (TR sister, ^*r forest; ro:J3 C?TSf day, every
day; go:m tT*T Yama {the God of Death); Jorog TfCJtSf the lakeborn ( = lotus); oti ^Sffs much ; ponero, ponero *f£f? fifteen ; loha feTT? 1
iron; bo^ha (?"W1 load ; kolu ^5T oilman; biog f ^ ^ t t subtraction, loss.
§ 44. u: and u present a parallel to i: and i; du:r Y? distant, bfiu:t ¥ $
ghost, bhuto, bhuto 1^5 past, ku:p ^-*f well, ru:p 3J9f beauty, Jadhu
iftsf good, honest; nupur t>*T<[ anklet, mukut 3Rn> crown, kukur '$'&§
dog, dhonuk SfW^ bow, boju ?^T wealth (a surname = Bose). u short
interchanges with o in a few words, especially through laws of voweL
harmony, e.g. Joe (*fl!T he lies down, but Ju-e ^£TT having lain from
Juici ^^TTl; gona C*tTi1 counting; but guni $f<| I count.
u: has no tendency towards diphthongization.
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§ 45. A, as in English, Hindostani, etc., occurs in a few foreign
words. English' a becomes A when any attempt is made to pronounce
in the English way. A is not universal in Bengali, in fact, it is
distinctly a foreign sound ; D, a, and occasionally se are substituted for it.
bAS, also bas, btes (with J as well) Tt*f <T/^ enough !; SAr, sor, sar,
sser 3T/J, TTfT, ^Tt?, ^T/t? Sir.
§ 46. Nasalized vowels. All the seven vowels of Bengali,
i e fe a o o u, can be nasalized, and thus we have seven more phonemes—
i e J e d o o u . A vowel preceded or followed by a nasal generally has
a slight nasalization; and this nasalization by contact need not be
represented. In the speech of some, however, this nasalization by
contact is not present. Nasalized vowels have higher tongue position
than the simple ones: a has more backward a tongue position than a:
or a. e.g. pira, pire f*t^5i, fHc^S a wooden board to sit on; kede
having wept; p£e:cf C*fa turning, screwing; paxf *TfF five; Jopa
surrendering ; /5ron 1?T<r«| remembrance ; tho:t (%V> lip ; kuic} ^*'F a red
berry.
§ 47. Bengali vowels generally are pronounced in a lax way. This
laxness of enunciation gives the Bengali vowel-system its characteristic
timbre, when contrasted with ordinary educated Southern English or
Panjabi or Hindostani.
§ 48. The vowels i e a o u can occur twice within the same word,
side by side: tinii Fsfa$ he indeed ; khee (*t(t{ having eaten; khaa
•tttW\ eating; bolboo ^'efC^T^S and I shall say ; kuu 3F% onomatopoetic—
cry of the cuckoo. An e glide is usually intruded between two e's,
and an 6 glide between two a's, but it is not essential.
§ 49. The Bengali system of writing, which is that of Sanskrit,
recognizes only two diphthongs—oi ^ and ou <$. But the number of
diphthong (and triphthong) sounds actually found in the language is
remarkably large. These are mostly falling diphthongs, the stress being
on the first element. But a few of them can be called rising ones. In
deliberate speech, it is quite possible to pronounce the diphthongs either as
level ones, or as two syllables; the latter thing would be encouraged by
the spelling. But in ordinary speech of sufficient rapidity the sounds are
nothing but diphthongs, of which the unstressed part is a consonantal
vowel.
When the two vowels do not form a diphthong, a hyphen may be
employed between the vowels to indicate that they form two syllables,
ie : gie f5f£TT having gone; a rising variety also makes the syllable
ultimately ge (5t < gie, gje.
i a : iar ^<(|<( boon companion ; efia i$f*i*i| Asia.
io: dio fif^S give (precative future), iorop ?c<lic<il*f Europe.
iu: Jiuli f*f^f5T a flower.
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ei: nei C5^ is not, also indulgence, affection.
ea: cfear (bllj<l chair. In some words like beala f^<i|si1 C ^ N I
violin, it becomes see, bfflela.
*
eo: geo (fl^ go (future precative). Cf. Mayo Hospital = meo
hafpatal.
eu : keu ( 3 ^ somebody,
see: dsee Cf? gives.
seo: d£eor Cf ^ ? , CT?? husband's younger brother, kasot C^"ST> « caste;
baeora (^8?1 a^air (slang),
a i : bhai -®|^ brother.
ae: khae *fT?r eais, paera (paera) *fllT?1 pigeon.
ao: dao tff^ gwe.
au : lau «fl% gourd.
oe : hoe $TT is, are ; bhoe ^*TT /ear ; boef «*i*i aoe.
oa: Jou Jt^l, TfG*rl, 1^1 endure, boate «^»Ua> loafer.
oo: hoo ^^6 Je.
oi: boi 3> &00A;, doi If^" curds.
oe: doe CTt? milks, noe C'TllT bends, koe (also ko-e) ^'f?T having
spoken; occasionally heard as a rising diphthong,
o a : koaja (41*1T*I1 mist, doat (also do:t) CTt?T^5 (CTpS) inkpot.
ou : bou i ? ^ , C^I (newly-wed) wife ; dour Clfl^5 r«w.
ui: J3ui ^^ jasmine, dui R^" I milk, two ; uil \»^ct J«»K, huil !?^ei
wheel (in fishing) (the last two are English words),
ue: dhue SfC*T having washed, /ue ^9C^T having lain, lying ; a rising
diphthong frequently,
u a : duar (also dorr) £»(|<i, WiT ^oor ; g u a ^JTl gambling ; rather
a rare diphthong in the Calcutta dialect, frequently changed
to uo, o.
uo : dhuo *SZT\ burden of a song, kuo 3?C?T| well; a rising diphthong
originating from the preceding, which is frequently simplified
to o:.
§ 50. The above twenty-five diphthongs can have nasalized forms, the
first element being always the one to have nasalization.
§ 51. In addition to the diphthongs, the following triphthongal
combinations are found in native words : iei, ieo, iae, eie, eio, eao, eoi,
euo, seei, aeoi, aie, aio, aei, aoi, aui, oei, ooi, oeo, oie, ogi, oeo, oai, oae,
oui, uie, uio, uei, ueo, uae, uao, uoe. Some of these are frankly two
syllables, others are compressed into one.
§ 52. In the following tetraphthongal groups, eoai, eoae, aoai, aoae,
oaio, we have two diphthongs really, the push on the a giving a division
of the group into two parts. The groups ooaio, aoaio similarly are
oO-ai-o, a6-ai-o.
VOL. II.
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SOUND ATTRIBUTES

Length
§ 53. Length of consonants, commonly described as ' doubling",
has been treated in § 33. A consonant can also be lengthened or
doubled in some cases, when the word is emphasized: e.g. Jokol *t<?«i
all, also /okkol; Jobai *i<i^ everybody, also Jobbai; kicfhu fr^1
a little, also kiccjhu. This doubling is represented in writing in Bengali.
§ 54. On the other hand, length is not a significant sound attribute
for vowels. Quantity of Bengali vowels depends on the rhythm of the
sense group. Except in the case of Sanskrit words, quantity is not
consistently indicated in Bengali orthography. Vowel quantity is an
extremely baffling thing, and there are various shades of length, but
ordinarily three are recognized, long (:), half-long (•), and short. Except
A, all Bengali vowels can have all the three quantities.
§ 55. Spoken Bengali has also a characteristic habit which I have
called bimorism or dimetrism (dvi-matrika-ta). Isolated words tend to
take up a standardized time-beat or mora (space of time). A normal
Bengali word takes two time-beats, or units of time, or mora. Words of
three mora are also common. In case of monosyllabic words, there is
a lengthening of the syllable ; and polysyllables are cut short or divided
into groups of syllables which take each the normalized length of time,
e.g. ko: 3? k (2 mora, with rather long stop for k), kokar <Wf? the letter k
(i+li mora), opra-gite for oporagita ^fjTtfsrsi a flower, etc.
§ 55a. Monosyllabic words pronounced as separate words always have
the vowel long : e.g. ko: 3? the letter k ; ti:n fa>T three ; ke: (^ who ? ;
ae:k JW one; ka:r ^FtlT whose ; pho:l Tpef fruit; gho:l C^TtsT soup; ru:p
^<>f form, beauty. Foreign monosyllabic words naturalized obtain the
long quantity in Bengali; e.g. Pers. gul flower > gu:l ^«T; English fut
foot > phu:t TPU ; t h m tin > ti:n W*t; wul wool > u:l %«T. When these
monosyllables occur in a sense group, in composition or otherwise, the
long quantity is curtailed; e.g. tinti f^3TPt three pieces; rup-kotha
^ ^ F f i fairy tale ; du-phut W*P$ two-foot; ul-bona %cTCTt*T| to knit
wool; tin-mistri w^rfsr^t tin-worker.
§ 56. It has been found out from kymographic mouth-tracings that
in disyllabic and polysyllabic words and sense groups like 'ekti S^[
one piece, 'pata^fpSi leaf, 'paka *fTf1 ripe, bagda Tt^Tl prawn, 'manot
sifra vow, 'cfondon t>tti sandal, 'bonduk 3"^t^ musket, 'dek(h)te (f^tC^
to see, dib'bendro fifC^/af a name, 'kotokta <?\©4?i>] a little, 'toktata
*»>«»|i>| that plank, 'kaemon-acjhen (^T*f ^rftnpJ how do you do ?,
'ami-debo^rff*T C'tC^I I shall give, 'Je~elo (Tf t£|cT he came, etc., the final
vowels, although not stressed, are invariably longer than those
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preceding. The length of these final syllables is not so great as that of
an isolated monosyllable, and they can as such be described as half-long.
§ 57. Long and half-long quantity may be indicated in isolated
words, but it is extremely difficult to determine the exact quantity of
words in connected speech in a sense group. When there is no doubt,
length or half-length may be indicated, but the best thing would be to
omit length marks and to divide the sentence into portions by vertical
lines | and ||, indicating sense groups, the double line expressing a slight
pause. Stress also may be expressed where it is pronounced. General
rhythm of the sentence, which is based on the speaker's emotion, comes
into play in adjusting the lengths of the different syllables in a sense
group, and high pitch of voice is accompanied by long quantity.
Stress
§ 58. Stress (denoted by ' before the syllable which bears it) is not
significant, i.e. presence or absence of it does not alter the sense of a
word. In Standard Bengali, stress is dominantly initial. Word-stress is
always subsidiary to sentence-stress ; and this sentence-stress is always
on the initial syllable of the first important word in a sense group. The
stress on individual words comprising a sense group is sacrificed, the initial
syllable in the first important word being the only one that retains its
stress. A Bengali sense group, viewed from the standpoint of stress,
has been compared to a railway train, the first stressed syllable being
the one which draws the rest. Normal Bengali versification is based on
this principle of division of the sentence into sense groups with strong
initial stress. But this is changed in giving emphasis to a particular
word. In learned as well as common words from Sanskrit, the root
syllable generally has stress (and length), to the exclusion of the prefix
—a state of things which is out of harmony with the native Bengali
habit of initial stresses. Examples : go'ti:ndro ^-ajaq a name (familiarly
'gotim); Dpo'rargita *3T*f?ifstvs1 unconquered (colloquially 'oprogite
the name of a flower); a'ra:dJiDna ^Sft^T^Ri adoration; op'pra-cj'urjp or
oppra'cjurrgo ^5Ti2j |\>*if paucity; bi'be:k f<c<i<P conscience ; D'ne:k 'srCT^
much, many; o'tu:l WSSJ incomparable (but 'otul as a name) ; onu'ra:g
^HufSt affection; o'boj/o ^S^m certainly (colloquially 'obijji, 'obbi/Ji).
§ 59. Pronominal words, conjunctions, and other particles, as a rule,
are not stressed even when they begin a sense group; also auxiliaries in
compound verbs. An adjective which precedes its noun takes the stress,
the following noun generally losing it.
§ 60. In spite of the literary influence of Sanskrit noted above,
stress in Bengali is initial, and phrasal accent is the dominant thing in
connected speech. This initial stress has given rise to umlaut and vowel
harmony on a very large scale in modern spoken Bengali; these properly
come under Bengali Phonology. As in English and French and other
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languages, polysynthetic expressions as a result of slurring of unstressed
syllables abound in Bengali: e.g. 'seddin ^ J i f t H for seto din •£& fitf
such a long time (lit. so many days); 'gaccjhetai t i l c ^ ^ l ^ very bad,
for TTt^i ^"^1 ^T^" g a h a iccfha tai as one would wish, most wilful;
'kojgaccjb ' (*1%1i*' where are you going ?, for kotha gaitecJhD
C^Tti <U^G«B> ; gffigge *T/fCW as you command, for ge aggea (IT
<*(T90i, etc.
§ 61. Sentence rhythm in colloquial Bengali is extremely varied
and picturesque, there being the musical quality of speech—pitch—
always present. But in the literary language when it is read out, there
is an approximately equal interval of time for the various sense groups
with the strong initial phrase stress, which gives rise to a certain
rhythmic quality to a Bengali line, e.g. the opening line of Pandit
Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagara's Sltdr Banabas : 'ra:m || 'raigpode |
'protijthito hoia II 'opprotihoto bhabe | ' r a j j p Ja:J"on | 'korite lagile-n
Bdma, established in the dignity of kingship, began to rule the kingdom
without any obstruction; or, from the same writer's Kathamdld, in a
simpler style: 'ekoda | '(e)aek || 'bagher golae II 'ha:r phutia|-cfbil3 I!
.il^Tfl J$$ TlW? TsTt^T ^VS 'pfreirtf^sT Once a bone got stuck within the
throat of a tiger.
Intonation
§ 62. Intonation or pitch of voice is not a significant element of
speech in Bengali. In one or two isolated cases, however, intonation
has a signific value ; such cases 6t words having different meanings
owing to difference in intonation are the two syllables m (sometimes
written ^T, i.e. u), and ha 3fl yes ; e.g.
'm with high rising tone, indicates a query. So 'ha = yes ?
' m with mid rising tone, with abrupt ending, indicates annoyance
or disgust.
x m with low falling tone = the English expression I see.
vm with mid fall-rise tone = yes, it may be so, but-—.
^ m : with high falling tone = very well, I shall see (threatening, used
jocosely or seriously).
§ 63. But in a sentence intonation is a highly expressive speech
attribute in the language, possibly to a greater extent than in English.
The laws of intonation in the Bengali sentence have not been studied at
all, but the following sentences are given as illustrative of Bengali
intonation. These are taken at random from Girish Chandra Ghosh's
drama Bilwamangal:—

'agamair 'cfokkhukhulecfhe!
Tt*!i<l V*F *ltsf6^ ! To-day my eyes have opened.

t
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'tuikikore 'ganli ? or tui'ki-kore 'j3anli
^ " f% ^'C? ^rt^ftr ? How did you know ?

cfheleti mcrbolle
Tl ^'^C«f The little boy called " Mother ! "

aha, 'ki Jundo:r
! Ah, how beautiful!
'/ebina(e)ar'neima-nei
T f ? ff^" Tt C*f^ I There's none else but he, none, mother I

tomar 'Jamike-ma: ?
Tl ?' T7/JO is i/oztr husband, little mother

'gotakotok'taka(e)eno
FOM w«ZZ 6rmg some rupees.

'basb/ata Jiggir '\
The business will flourish quickly.

'cfolo, 'a:j3i brin'da:bon^attra kori .
f? Cowe, let's start for Brindaban even
to-day.

'kteno bhai ? 'tekla kteno bhai ? 'amige tomar'/orjgeroecj'hi'bhai ?
TF7i«/, brother ? why alone, brother ? Here am I in your company,
brother !
§ 64. I conclude this sketch of the phonetics of Modern Bengali by
giving the transcription of a connected text. I give a short prose poem
(reproduced and translated with thekind permission of the author) by the
greatest writer of Bengali, Rabindranath Tagore ; it was published in the
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Sabuj Patra for Bhadra and Ashwin, Bengali year 1326. h h have
been used; h might be used for both. Also 6 has been employed;
o would do ordinarily.
kothika
'phota phota | 'bri/ti hoe | (e)aka/er | 'megh name, II —'matir
kacjhe | 'dhora debe bole. || temni | 'kotha theke | 'meeera (e)a/e |
'prithibite | 'bctdna porte. ||
'tader gonn& | 'olpo gaegar | 'gogot, II 'olpo manu/er. || 'oitukur
moddhe | (e)apnar | '/o'btake | 'dhorand cfai I —apnar '/o:b kotha, |
'/o:b 'bsetha, | '/o:b bhab(o)na. II 'tai tader | 'mathae 'kapor, | 'hate
'kflkdn, | 'aginae 'basra. II 'meeera holo I '/ima(J) /orger 'in - drani.||
kintu | 'ko:n deb(o)tar | 'koutuk(o)ha//er moto | oporhnitd 'cjoncjolota
nie(e)amader | 'parae oi | 'cfhoto me(e)etir | 'gonm6? II 'ma take
rege bole I " 'doj/i ", || 'ba:p take he/e bole | " 'pagli ". ||
/e po'la:toka | 'ghornar I 'god, || '/a/oner pathor | 'digie cfole. II tar
'monti gseno | 'benuboner | 'upor daler | 'pata, || keboli 'ghir ghir
kore I 'kapcje.
' a g dekhi | Jei 'duront6 me(e)eti II 'barandae | 'relirje | 'bho'rdie ||
'cfupkore I 'darie II —badol /e/er I 'indr6 dhonuti bollei 'hoe. II tar 'boro
boro duti I 'kalo I 'cjo:kh || a g I o'cfoncfo-l, | 'tomaler dale | 'bri/tir
dine | 'danabhega I 'pakhir moto. ||
*
*
*
*
*
*
'kicfhu din- age | 'rouddre:r | 'Ja|6n cfhil6 | 'prokhor; || 'digonter
mu:kh | 'bibomo | ; 'gacfher ho'taj/a-/ patagulo || 'Jukie | 'holde hoe
gaecfhe. II
'semon /omoe ! 'hothat | 'kalo aluthalu | 'pagla 'me:gh | 'aka/er
'kone kone I 'tabu phelle. || 'Jurgaster sekta | 'roktorojji || 'khaper
bhitor theke | 'toloarer moto | 'berie (e)elo. II
'ordhek rattre dekhi II 'dor(6)gagulo | 'khorkhor | /obde 'kapcfe. ||
'Jomost6 'Johorer I 'ghumtake | 'ghorerha(6)a||'ghutidhore | 'ghfikie
dile. ||
'uthe dekhi, il 'golir alota I 'ghono bri/tir moddhe | 'mataler |
'ghola cfokher moto I 'dekhte. II ar 'girger ghorir | '/obd6(e)elo ||
gsen6 | 'bri/tir Jobder | 'cfador muri die. ||
'/okale | 'goler dhara | 'aro 'ghonie (e)elo II —'rouddro (e)ar |
'uthlo na. li
*
*
*
*
*
*
ei 'badlae I amader parar 'me(e)eti | 'barandar relig dhore | 'cfup
kore I 'darie. || tar'bo:n e/e take | 'bolle, || "ma'dakcfe." ll/ekebol | '/obege | 'matha
narlo, || tar 'beni | 'dule (e)uthlo. | 'kag6j5er nouko nie | tar 'bhai | tar
'ha - t dhore 'tanle. || /e hat 'cjhinie nile. II 'tobu tar 'bhai 1 'khaelar
gonne | 'tanatani korte laglo. II take (e)sek 'thap6r bo/ie dile. ||
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'bri/ti porcje. |] 'ondhokaT | 'giiono Jioe (e)elo. || 'me(e)eti | 'sthi:r
done. [I
'adi J3uge | 'srijtir mukhe | 'proth6m kotha I 'gegecj"hil6 II 'jjoler
bha/ae | 'hafiar konthe. || 'Iokkh6 koti bocfhor | 'pa:r floe | Jei 'Joron
'bi/Joroner | o'ti:t kotha j (e)a|3'badlar kold/Jore | oi'me(e)etike (e)e/e |
'dak dile. II 'o: tai | 'Jokol bserar 'baire | 'cjble gie | 'harie galo. ||
'koto boro 'ka:l, II 'kotd boro 'gogot, || 'prithibite | 'koto guger I ^°^>
'gibolila. || J"ei Ju'du:r, || /ei bi'ra:t, II a g ei 'duronto me(e)etir | 'mukher
dike 'takalo, II 'meglier cfh aeae | 'brijtir kolojobde. II
0 tai 'boro boro | 'cfokh mele | ni'stobdho | 'darie roilo li —fieenb
on'ontokaleri | 'protima. II
sri: robindronath thakur.
STOBIETTE

The cloud in the sky comes down in drops of rain, to be held by the
earth below. So women come, no one knows from where, and get bound
to this earth.
For them the world of a small space, and of a few people. That small
area must hold their all—all their story, their suffering, their fears. That
is why they have the wimple on the head, the bracelet on the arm, and
the wall round the yard. •Women are queens of the heaven of narrow
bounds.
*
*
*
*
*
*
But that little girl in our neighbourhood was born with a brimming
liveliness,—what god's mirthful laughter was it like ? Her mother gets
cross and calls her " naughty ", but her father laughs and calls her " my
madcap darling ".
She is the water of a running fall, defying the rocks that would check
her. And her heart is as the leaf on the topmost branch in a bamboo
grove, which is always ashiver with the slightest breath of air.
This day I saw that sprightly little girl standing quietly leaning upon
the rails of the balcony—one might say she was like the rainbow after
rain. Her two big black eyes were without their merry twinkle to-day,
like birds on the branch of the tamdl tree, with wet wings in a day of rain.
*
*
*
*
*
*
For some days the sun's heat was oppressive; the face of the ends of
the sky was pale ; the leaves of trees, with all hope dead, had become dried
up and yellow.
At such a time quite of a sudden, an erratic cloud, black, dishevelled,
pitched its tent in the corners of the sky. A red ray of sunset issued
forth like a sword from the sheath.
At midnight I found the doors and windows trembling and groaning
with a rattling noise. The storm wind shook by the forelock the sleep
of the whole town.
1 rose and saw the light in our lane looking through the thick rain
like the dull eye of a drunkard. And the sound of the church bell came
as if shrouded in the patter of rain.
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In the morning the streams of rain became greater and still greater,
and no sun rose.
*
*
*
*
*
*
In this rainy weather the little girl in our neighbourhood was standing
quietly by the balcony rails.
Her sister came and said to her, " Mother is calling." She only
vigorously shook her head, her plait of hair swung round. Her brother
came with a paper boat and drew her by the hand. But she snatched her
hand away. But still her brother pressed her for play. She gave him
a slap.
*
*
*
*
*
*
It was raining. The darkness became deeper and deeper. The little
girl stood still.
In the primeval age, at the beginning of creation, the first word awoke
in the speech of the waters, in the voice of the wind. Through millions
and millions of years that word of days beyond remembrance and forgetting,
came and called the girl to-day in the gentle sound of the rain. That is
why she passed beyond all barriers and lost herself.
How vast the time, how great this world, the life of how many ages on
this earth ! That far-ofi, that vast magnitude looked at the face of this
sprightly girl, under the shadow of the cloud and in the gentle sound of
the rain.
She therefore remained standing, with her big eyes wide open, silent—
as if an image of eternity.
Rabindranath Tagore.

*tTi«tv ^ C^1T> csrc^rfe? •enr ? T I ^T're (fctf ^ « t " tffsr",
(TF[ <fe|f-4<tl ^T?Tt<[ ^fsl, • " T t ^ T ? *Tt«t<[
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-jftr

«tTc*f? firs?

Ht ^fe *rc?
<sm

Fiercer

c*t«rt?

*rr?

«jf«tf|T5

wt<sfNl1 I

fThe above article is based on a paper read before the General
Phonetics Class at the University College, London, on October 29, 1919.
The author expresses his best thanks to Mr. Daniel Jones for kindly
looking through the proofs, and for many valuable emendations and
suggestions.]

